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The Hebrew Kid and the Apache Maiden is a book about a Jewish family in the Wild West. They are forced to leave their home (again), and wander the Arizona desert. While traveling, they meet an Apache girl, Lozen. In this book you learn about Jewish and native american history. I would love to go on about the adventures in this book, but I don't want to spoil anything.

I would recommend this book for all who are interested in history, adventure, a little romance, and unexpected surprises. I loved this book, it really interested me. If I were you, I would read The Hebrew Kid and the Apache Maiden.

The Hebrew kid and the Apache Maiden
By Diego
The Hebrew kid and the apache maiden is written by Robert J. Averch. It is historical fiction. It is about a Jewish boy with his family traveling through the desert and he has encounters with the “Indians” who kill people but he finds the good side of the “Indians” which is much different than killers. I would give it 2 ½ stars because it had a good moral (which I think was everyone has a good side) but was a little boring. I think that you should read this book even though it is a little boring.